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Tata Steel Chairman N Chandrasekaran
announced that after the completion of the
acquisition, it will work on boosting the operation
of Neelachal Ispat Nigam Ltd to rated capacity of
1.1 million tonne per annum within the next one
year which will be subject to obtaining statutory
clearances to ramp up operations. "Post-
acquisition, we will endeavour to ramp up the
operations of NINL to its rated capacity of 1.1
million ton per annum within the next 1 year,
subject to obtaining statutory clearances,"
Chandrasekaran addressed to the shareholders
in the 115th AGM of the company.

MUKESH AMBANI IN ACTION
TO ROLL OFF HIS SUCCESSION
PLAN

Reliance is "in the process of effecting a
momentous leadership transition," Mukesh
Ambani quoted at an event in December. The
Reliance Jio board on 28th June announced
Akash Ambani as the new chairman of the board.
The announcement comes in response to
Mukesh Ambani’s stepping down from the
position of company's director. Akash Ambani
had been serving as the non-executive director
on the company's board before gaining this
position. The post shall be fixed for a tenure of
five years, starting June 27, 2022. Along with
Reliance Jio, Isha, twin of Akash, is set to be
appointed chair of Reliance’s retail arm.

NETFLIX LAYS OFF 300 MORE
EMPLOYEES AS REVENUE
GROWTH SLOWS

In response to the slump in the growth in
revenue, Netflix is laying off around 300
representing 3% of total employees all over the
company after 150 positions eliminated earlier a
month ago due to a loss in subscriber count.
Netflix also cautioned the investors in April about
it pulling back on some of its spending growth
over the coming 2 years.
Co-CEO Reed Hastings said that the company is
exploring options like lower-priced, ad-supported
tiers to bring in new subscribers and safeguard
the existing ones.
Netflix is also working on cracking down on
password sharing too. 
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the position of Executive director in 2020, where
his duty was to handle the taxes, policy matters,
investor relations, corporate budget and many
more. Agarwal is fellow member of Institute of Cost
Accountants of India and an associate member of
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India. He
is also a charter financial analyst. 

03 ZOMATO BOARD LIKELY TO
APPROVE BLINKIT
ACQUISITION

Zomato board of directors are likely to approve the
acquisition of Blinkit. Blinkit is a quick commerce
startup. The plan calls for Blink It's stockholders to
receive a little less than a 10% ownership in
Zomato. Softbank Vision Fund, Blink It's largest
investor will receive a nearly 4% ownership in food
tech startup. Blinkit investors may be required to
hold Zomato’s shares for a period of minimum 6
months. Last year, Zomato invested $100 million in
the Gurugram based quick commerce startup
acquiring a 10% share. Zomato will likely exchange
one share for every ten shares of Blinkit. Since
zomato initially invested in Blinkit last year, the
possibility of merger has been discussed. The deal
is expected to value Blinkit at around $700-800
million. Zomato announced earlier that it has given
a loan of upto $150 million to Blinkit. The
finalization is yet to be received very soon. 

The finance ministry’s department of expenditure
has argued against extending the free food ration
scheme beyond September on making any further
tax cuts warning of the government's fiscal
position. Any further tax cuts or subsidies might
end up having an effect beyond imaginations on
the government’s fiscal math. Thus, extending the
Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna
Yojana(PMGKY) for a further period is not
advisable both due to fiscal math and food security.
The recent decisions such as free ration extension,
increase in fertilizer subsidy, re-introduction of
subsidy on cooking gas, reduction of excise duty
on petrol and diesel and cut in custom duty on
edible oils and various inputs have created serious
fiscal positions. The budgeted fiscal deficit as per
the government is 6.4% of GDP. The persisting
issue is that a higher fiscal deficit would widen the
current account balance. The PMGKY is a free
food grain scheme that was rolled out by the
government during the first nationwide lockdown to
contain COVID-19. The need of the hour is to stop
the mushrooming of subsidies to get protection
from the future fiscal deficit that may arise. 

FINANCE MINISTRY RED FLAGS
EXTENDING FREE FOOD
SCHEME01

ANUPAM AGARWAL TAKES
OVER AS THE
DIRECTOR(FINANCE) OF
ONGC VIDESH

02
Anupam Agarwal has taken over as the director
(finance) of ONGC Videsh, the overseas arm of
state run Oil and Natural Gas Corporation. Prior
this Mr. Agarwal served as the executive director
(finance) in ONGC. He joined the organization in
1990 as finance and accounts officer and rose to 



According to Arsh Chaudhry, CEO of the global
workspace design company, Space Matrix, which
has its headquarters in Singapore, the company
is anticipating a 30 percent increase in business
as a result of businesses investing heavily in
redeveloping office spaces to attract employees
back to the workplace.
In 2021, the company designed 9.9 million
square feet of office space, and India accounted
for 60% of its revenue.
"India is unquestionably the most dynamic
market, according to all economic reports. A
significant amount of foreign investment is
entering India. Indian businesses are expanding
quickly, and the country's economy is set to grow
more quickly than those of any other Asian nation
"Chaudhry stated.
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SPACE MATRIX ANTICIPATES
A 30% INCREASE IN THE
DEMAND FOR OFFICE SPACE.

03
The PLI scheme for the white goods industry has
chosen 15 companies as beneficiaries, including
Adani Copper Tubes, LG Electronics, and Wipro
Enterprises, with a promised investment of Rs
1,368 crore. The commerce and industry ministry
reopened the application window for its Rs. 6,238
crore PLI programme for white goods, including
air conditioners (ACs) and LED lights, in March in
an effort to accommodate more applicants after
receiving interest from a number of businesses.
In the first round of the initiative last year, as
many as 46 companies, including Daikin,
Panasonic, Syska, and Havells, were chosen
with a committed investment of Rs 5,264 crore.

WHITE GOODS PLI SCHEME
SELECTIONS INCLUDE LG,
WIPRO, AND 13 OTHER
COMPANIES

01

02 G7 PLEDGES TO SUPPORT
INDIA'S TRANSITION TO
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

The G7 leaders committed to the Paris Climate
Agreement at the conclusion of their three-day
summit in a spa resort in the Bavarian Alps. They
also agreed to work closely with developing
nations to support clean energy and resilience
through new initiatives, including its commitment
to India's Just Energy Transition Partnership.
Recognizing that emissions from the production
of coal-fired energy are the single largest
contributor to global warming, they have
committed to having a totally or largely carbon-
free electrical industry by the year 2035.
Although the G7 nations did not expressly state a
coal phaseout date of 2030, the IEA's net zero by
2050 study assumes that coal will be completely
or largely phased out by 2035.
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According to those with knowledge of the situation, India is
showing a major drive for the exploration of oil and gas
development within the Andaman deep sea basin,
collaborating with the government proposing to finance an
ONGC-initiated drilling campaign. The government's aim
to increase domestic oil and gas production and reduce
imports at such a period where high costs of fuel are
punishing consumers is also centered on an accelerating
exploration. Following the monsoon, ONGC NSE 3.21
percent intends to begin the drilling campaign in the
Andaman offshore, and the company is now in
negotiations with ExxonMobil and Shell to include them in
the project, according to the company. According to them,
ONGC anticipates drilling three to four wells in the
Andaman Sea as part of a special government-funded
programme, with each well costing roughly Rs 350 to 400
crore. People also are believed to claim that the
government has granted waivers from clearances required
by the departments of defense and space. The exploration
activity in the Andaman waters has previously been
hindered by the difficulty of securing such permits. The
Center is also figuring out how to give the operator long-
term clearances in the event that a significant discovery is
made during the scheduled drilling programme. The
government's current exploration excursion, which in
recent most years has involved the rewarding of sizable
acreages to several private and state and companies and
the launch of the government-funded plan to acquire vast
geological data in order to identify hydrocarbon potential
across the nation, has taken on greater immediacy as a
result of the high going rate of oils and gas.

INDIA PUSHING FOR OIL & GAS
EXPLORATION WITHIN THE
ANDAMAN DEEP WATER
BASINS

03

MILLENNIALS OWN UP TO 38%
OF CRYPTO, AS PER RESEARCH01

As per a research, nearly 39 percent of the millennials
possess cryptocurrencies, far more than the percentage of
millennials who own mutual funds and about equivalent to
the number of millennials who already own individual
equities. A study by the investment firm Alto found that 25
to 40-year-old millennials who hold cryptocurrencies are
inclined to save them in their respective retirement
portfolios as well. More than 70% of the millennials that
have both cryptocurrency and an IRA keep it in the latter.
In order to create the paper titled "How Millennials See
Their Financial Future," 2,000 US consumers participated
in a statistical online poll. There were approximately 1,200
millennials (aged 25 to 40 years), 400 Gen Xers (aged 41
to 56 years),, and 400 elderly individuals (aged 57 to 64
years), among the participants. All participants had a
baseline household income which amounted to $35,000,
along with at least $2,500 in investable assets, and were
not yet retired. Because of a lack of information, it is
believed that institutional investors and the wealthier
individuals are the only people who can afford alternative
investments. That most of those surveyed believed that
fees & minimum investments could prevent them from
going ahead and investing within other alternative assets.
Consumers may also believe that alternatives carry a
similar or higher risk than investing in stocks.

02 CONCERNS RAISED BY
INDUSTRY GROUPS REGARDING
THE HIGHEST TAX RATE FOR
ONLINE SKILL GAMING

India's current online gaming industry has expressed its
concerns over the upcoming changes to the sector's Goods
and Service Tax (GST) rates. A 28 percent GST rate may
"annihilate" the business, according to several industry
groups, namely the E-Gaming Federation (EGF), the
Federation of Indian Fantasy Sports (FIFS) along with the
All India Gaming Federation (AIGF). India's GST Council,
which has now been convening for two continuous days, is
rumored to be discussing whether to apply a 28 percent
GST on a tournament's regular gross gaming value (GGV)
or not. The GGV consists of entry fees that players pay to
take part in competitions or internet based skill game
matches along with a commission fee that several gaming 

based platforms may levy on the money users' pay for a
service. On May 18th, 2022, The Mint stated that a party
of ministers had asked the GST Council of India to impose
a 28 percent tax on the industry, which would ideally be
including both land-based casinos and racetracks as well
as online gambling. At the time, industry stakeholders had
also stated that it was extremely crucial to distinguish
among the games of skill as well as the games of chance,
and to handle each individual sector separately.



Astronomers discover nearby multi planet system
with two Earth-like planets.
A new multiplanet system has been discovered
within our galactic neighbourhood which is only 33
light-years away from our planet. A small cool M-
dwarf star called HD 2655 lies at the centre of the
system.
The system has two terrestrial planets with sizes
similar to that of Earth. These planets are most likely
inhabitable since they orbit too close to the star
which implies that the temperature is too high to
sustain surface liquid water.
The proximity and brightness of the death star can
scientists a better look at the characteristics of these
planets and signs of any atmosphere if present.

SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

Scientists have developed a new interlayer bonding
cleavage strategy to prepare a two-dimensional
monolayer polymeric fullerene. The research group
was led by Prof. ZHENG Jian from the Institute of
Chemistry of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(ICCAS) 
The researchers prepared magnesium intercalated
C60 bulk crystals as the precursor to the exfoliation
reaction. After that, they utilized a ligand-assisted
cation exchange strategy to cleave the interlayer
bonds into bulk crystals, leading the bulk crystals to
be exfoliated into monolayer nanosheets.
A single crystal X-ray diffraction and scanning
transmission electron microscopy explored the
structure of monolayer polymeric C60. This work
opened up a new research field in 2-D carbon
material areas and the synthesis strategy.

SCIENTISTS SYNTHESIZE NEW
CARBON MATERIAL01

Researchers at the University of California,
Riverside and the University of Delaware are
developing artificial photosynthesis to help make
food production energy-efficient on Earth, and
maybe one day on Mars.
They have found a way to bypass the need for
biological photosynthesis and create food
independent of sunlight by using artificial
photosynthesis.
The process uses a two-step electrocatalytic
process to convert carbon dioxide, electricity, and
water into acetate, the main component of vinegar.
Food-producing organisms consume acetate in the
dark to grow. The hybrid organic-inorganic system is
combined with solar panels to generate electricity to 

ARTIFICIAL PHOTOSYNTHESIS
CAN PRODUCE FOOD IN THE
DARK02

03
ASTRONOMERS DISCOVER
NEARBY MULTIPLANET
SYSTEM WITH TWO EARTH-
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power the electrocatalysis which could increase the
conversion efficiency of sunlight into food, up to 18
times more efficient for certain foods



Hope you enjoyed the content. 
Stay tuned for the next edition!

Thank you for reading!


